Great Sleep Awaits
A letter from our CEO

At Reverie, we come to work each day with the singular goal of helping people live healthier, happier lives through better sleep. That is no small task in an always-connected world that prioritizes almost everything over sleep. But more energy, less pain, weight loss and less crankiness really are the side effects of consistent, restorative sleep.

Great sleep starts with the willingness to work on getting better sleep. Next come the tools to make that happen. A Reverie sleep system is designed to give you completely customized comfort that suits you today, and can adapt with you over time as your needs change. We take great pride in developing sleep technology products that deliver incredible comfort to you as the result of world class research and development and quality manufacturing.

So whether or not you end up buying a Reverie, we hope your current shopping journey ends with the power of better sleep.

Martin Rawls-Meehan
CEO and Chief Innovation Officer
The bed of the future is here
A Reverie bed is more than just a mattress.

It's an entire system, customized to your specific needs for comfort. Drawing on the best ideas in design and technology (both outside our industry and within), we came up with a bed that is unlike any other. Major components include our patented DreamCell® mattress, with firmness that can be adjusted to fit the differing needs of both people who share it. And underneath that mattress is an adjustable power base that moves to support various positions for sleeping, reading, sore backs, alleviating snoring and more.

Ready for all the details on how you can start sleeping your best?
Anatomy of a Sleep System

A. DreamCell® Mattress
Support system uses patented 6” DreamCell foam springs which allow for dual firmness. Firmness level can be adjusted by rearranging foam springs. No motion transfer.

B. Reverie Adjustable Power Base
Adjusts to an infinite number of positions with support for your neck, knees and back. Anti-Snore, Zero Gravity, massage and more.

C. Comfort layer
We offer two very different feels. A velvety memory foam hybrid with a layer of breathable latex floating on top. Or choose plush all-natural latex.

D. Breathable mattress cover
Finished with Feran Ice® to wick away moisture. Cover can be unzipped to rearrange foam springs and also removed for cleaning.

E. Split adjustable bases
Allow separate movement on each side of the bed simultaneously.

Have a bed frame you already love?
Our beds fit within most frames and can attach to most headboards. Call 877.889.1300 for specs, leg extensions and to ask about attachment hardware.
Our adjustable power bases

Your bedroom is your oasis. Whether you’re sleeping, reading, or working, finding the perfect position is the key to comfort. That’s why our power bases offer an infinite number of positions. Here are a few popular ones:

- Anti-Snore position
- Zero Gravity position
- Reading position
- Feet up position
- Dual Tilt*

Rest assured.
Adjustable power bases are high-tech equipment, so you want a company with some serious cred. We’re one of the world’s largest manufacturers of adjustable power bases, having designed, engineered and sold nearly 2 million bases in the last decade. Not surprisingly, we back our bases with a strong 20-year limited warranty.

*Available on select models.
The Reverie DreamCell mattress
We’ve thought of everything.

We strongly believe that comfort is never one-size-fits-all. Great sleep starts with a mattress that fits your unique body. In order to give you that kind of comfort, we totally reinvented the mattress. Our revolutionary DreamCell mattress design uses individual foam springs in densities from extra soft to firm to bring your spine into alignment. After consulting with you, we arrange our foam springs in a specific pattern to create maximum comfort for you and your partner.

Customization for both partners.
You like a soft mattress, but your partner prefers firm? No worries, we can customize both sides of the mattress when we build it.

Micro-targeted support.
In our mattresses, there are over 200 foam springs in different densities, allowing custom firmness according to your body type in increments of four inches.

Changeable firmness.
Your mattress is built to meet your current needs. But life is unpredictable. So we’ve constructed our mattress with changeable firmness. Become pregnant or hurt your back? Simply unzip the mattress and change the firmness by rearranging the foam springs.
What are these fun little things?

These cells are the support system in our mattress. And they’re the key to everything. Four different firmness levels, each a different color. Over 200* of them inside the mattress. All the cells you need to achieve any firmness level you want. And each one is movable. We arrange these little DreamCell foam springs into scientifically-developed patterns to achieve the perfect firmness level, person by person.

Common Configurations

*For Queen size mattress
What else is worth knowing?

Increased airflow
Our foam springs are designed with several small holes in the middle for better circulation. Air moves through and around them to help keep you cool.

Temperature control
Our mattress covers are finished with Feran Ice® technology for improved moisture wicking. Talalay latex DreamCell foam springs allow body heat to dissipate for a cool sleep environment. Our Dream Supreme™ II comfort layer is graphite-infused to whisk away heat and add a plush feel.

Limited or no motion transfer
With our individual spring design, your partner can get out of bed or roll over without you feeling it much or at all.

Conforms better to a power base
Our mattresses are not stiff like spring and coil mattresses, nor are they a solid piece of foam. The individual springs flex and conform to all movements of our power bases.

Quality, hypoallergenic materials
The foam springs and comfort layer in our Dream Supreme line are OEKO-TEX® certified. Our memory foam and RevTech™ foam are CertiPUR-US® certified.

Durability
Our mattresses exceed the industry’s Intertek durability standard.
Feel something unique.

How a mattress feels is very important. But what feels most comfortable is different for each person. So in addition to choosing your own firmness, Reverie also offers you two completely different experiences when you climb into your bed at night.

Luxe, velvety memory foam hybrid
Here’s the thing about memory foam: it feels great, but until now, it’s also slept hot. We came up with a hybrid mattress that puts a layer of breathable natural latex on top, followed by an amazing memory foam layer for comfort, then Talalay latex DreamCell springs underneath to let excess heat escape. Sink into that luxurious feel and enjoy it, no sweat.

Light, buoyant latex
We’ve made the best latex mattresses for a while now. The feel is airy and responsive. You rest (or should we say float?) on top, gently supported by a latex comfort layer and our Talalay latex DreamCell springs underneath. Added bonus: latex naturally repels heat, dust mites and bacteria. Ready to sleep on cloud nine?

Not sure what you want?
No worries, our trained Sleep Specialists can help you decide. Call 877.889.1300 today for a free consult.
You both get your own way with our DreamTop™ mattress.

We know opposites attract, which can be problematic when sharing a bed. Our DreamTop is the perfect enabler for that kind of independence. It’s partially split at the head of the mattress to work perfectly with a split adjustable base. With independent movement on each side, one of you can read upright while the other sleeps flat. Or enjoy a massage on your side while your partner reads. So cuddle when you feel like it. Go to your own zones when you want. Win-Win. (And yes, we do have sheets for this mattress.) If you prefer to have your own distinct territory, you might like our standard split king size, which is essentially two XL twin mattresses on a split adjustable base.
Find the Reverie® Bed for You
Dream Supreme™ II Mattresses

**Features**
- Patented 6” Talalay latex DreamCell™ foam springs allow for dual firmness.
- Firmness level can be readjusted by rearranging foam springs.
- No motion transfer.
- 12” mattress height
- Talalay latex DreamCell foam springs are Hypoallergenic and dust-mite resistant. Ideal for those with allergies and asthma.
- Cooling mattress construction facilitates natural air flow for maximum breathability and temperature regulation.
- Cashmere-blend woven removable cover finished with Feran Ice®. Wicks away moisture. Dry clean or spot clean only.
- Designed to maximize compatibility with an adjustable power base.
- CertiPUR-US® certified memory foam and RevTech™ foam. No VOCs or other harmful substances.
- Intertek® Quality Performance Mark. Exceeds third party tests for industry-leading durability and craftsmanship.
- 10-year limited warranty.

$3,499 for Queen size. Mattress only price.

Includes delivery, White Glove setup and Reverie 365 Promise. 0% financing available for up to 36 months. Visit reverie.com/financing to learn more. Other sizes include: TwinXL, King, Split King, DreamTop™ King, California King, Split California King, DreamTop California King.
Dream Supreme™ II Sleep System w/R650™ Adjustable Power Base

Full-body tilt introduces inversion and lounge positions for pressure relief.

Features
- Head and foot adjustability.
- Dual tilt function provides additional movement and comfort. Head can tilt lower than feet (and vice versa) for more pressure and stress relief.
- 3D-Wave™ massage technology with four wave modes and full-body massage with 10 intensity levels.
- Two-way Bluetooth® technology for use with Reverie Nightstand™ app.
- Whisper-quiet lift system.
- LED night light to guide your way.
- 850 lb. weight capacity.
- Power-down feature in the event of power loss.
- (4) corner retainer bars included.
- 20-year limited warranty.

Design
- Reverie Curve™ design with black fabric upholstery.
- 5-inch wooden tapered legs.
- Fits most modern bed frames and headboards.

Remote
- Bluetooth® Wireless remote with up, down and tilt controls.
- Preset Anti-Snore, Zero Gravity and Flat positions.
- Two (2) programmable positions.

$5,498 for Queen size.

Includes delivery, White Glove setup and Reverie 365 Promise. 0% financing available for up to 36 months. Visit reverie.com/financing to learn more. Other sizes include: TwinXL, King, Split King, DreamTop™ King, California King, Split California King, DreamTop California King.
Dream Supreme™ II Sleep System w/R550L™ Adjustable Power Base

Relax with the most elegant power base on the market.

**Features**

- Head and foot adjustability.
- Individual lumbar functionality.
- 3D-Wave™ massage technology with four wave modes and full-body massage with 10 intensity levels.
- Two-way Bluetooth® technology.
- Whisper-quiet lift system.
- ProGrip® technology keeps mattress in place when bed elevates.
- LED night light to guide your way.
- Wall-Snuggler® design keeps bedside tables within reach.
- 850 lb. weight capacity.
- Power-down feature in the event of power loss.
- (2) corner retainer bars included.
- 20-year limited warranty.

**Design**

- Grey upholstered top with beautiful hard-body side rails on bottom.
- 3-in-1 leg design for customizable bed heights (8.25", 5.25" and 3").
- Wireless charging pad included with USB ports for charging remote.
- Fits most modern bed frames and headboards.

**Remote**

- Bluetooth® Wireless remote with up, down and flat controls.
- Preset Anti-Snore, Zero Gravity and Flat positions.
- Two (2) programmable positions.

**$5,099** for Queen size. Sleep System price.

Includes delivery, White Glove setup and Reverie 365 Promise. 0% financing available for up to 36 months. Visit reverie.com/financing to learn more. Other sizes include: TwinXL, King, Split King, DreamTop™ King, California King, Split California King, DreamTop California King.
Dream Supreme™ II Sleep System w/R450HT™ Adjustable Power Base

Relax in style with full adjustability and head tilt.

Features
- Head and foot adjustability.
- Individual head tilt functionality for precise head and neck support.
- 3D-Wave™ massage technology with four wave modes and full-body massage with 10 intensity levels.
- Two-way Bluetooth® technology.
- Whisper-quiet lift system.
- LED night light to guide your way.
- 850 lb. weight capacity.
- Power-down feature in the event of power loss.
- Easy-click single center retainer bar to secure mattress.
- 20-year limited warranty.

Design
- Black 3D mesh spacer fabric.
- 3-in-1 leg design for customizable bed heights (8.25”, 5.25” and 3”).
- Wireless charging pad included with USB ports for charging remote.
- Fits most modern bed frames and headboards.

Remote
- Bluetooth® Wireless remote with up, down and pillow tilt controls.
- Preset Anti-Snore, Zero Gravity and Flat positions.
- Two (2) programmable positions.

$4,998 for Queen size. Sleep System price.

Includes delivery, White Glove setup and Reverie 365 Promise. 0% financing available for up to 36 months. Visit reverie.com/financing to learn more. Other sizes include: TwinXL, King, Split King, DreamTop™ King, California King, Split California King, DreamTop California King.
8X™ Sleep System Mattress

**Features**

- Patented 6” Talalay latex DreamCell™ foam springs allow for dual firmness.
- Firmness level can be readjusted by rearranging foam springs.
- No motion transfer.
- 12” mattress height
- Cooling mattress construction facilitates natural air flow for maximum breathability and temperature regulation.
- Cashmere-blend woven removable cover finished with Feran Ice®. Wicks away moisture. Dry clean or spot clean only.

- Designed to maximize compatibility with an adjustable power base.
- CertiPUR-US® certified memory foam and RevTech™ foam. No VOCs or other harmful substances.
- Intertek® Quality Performance Mark. Exceeds third party tests for industry-leading durability and craftsmanship.
- 10-year limited warranty.

**Want to try it out in person?**

Our 8X Sleep System will be on display at over 300 Costco locations this year. Costco members are eligible to receive special pricing, so visit [reverie.com/find-us](http://reverie.com/find-us) to find a location near you.

$4,999 for Queen size. Sleep System price.

Includes delivery and White Glove setup. Other sizes include: TwinXL, King, Split King, DreamTop™ King, California King, Split California King, DreamTop California King.
Dream Supreme™ 8X™ Sleep System w/8X Adjustable Power Base

Combines a hybrid memory foam mattress with the 8X adjustable power base.

**Features**
- Head and foot adjustability.
- 3D-Wave™ massage technology with four wave modes and full-body massage with 10 intensity levels.
- Two-way Bluetooth® technology.
- ProGrip® technology keeps mattress in place when bed elevates.
- LED night light to guide your way.
- 850 lb. weight capacity.
- Power-down feature in the event of power loss.
- 20-year limited warranty.

**Design**
- Dark gray fabric upholstery.
- 3-in-1 leg design for customizable bed heights (8.25”, 5.25” and 3”).
- Fits most modern bed frames and headboards.

**Remote**
- Bluetooth® Wireless remote with up, down and pillow tilt controls.
- Preset Anti-Snore, Zero Gravity and Flat positions.
- Four (4) programmable positions.

Want to try it out in person?

Our 8X Sleep System will be on display at over 300 Costco locations this year. Costco members are eligible to receive special pricing, so visit [reverie.com/find-us](http://reverie.com/find-us) to find a location near you.

$4,999 for Queen size.  
Sleep System price.

Includes delivery and White Glove setup. Other sizes include: TwinXL, King, Split King, DreamTop™ King, California King, Split California King, DreamTop California King.
The Reverie 365 Promise*

If you’re just looking for a bed, we’re probably not for you. You came to us for something much more valuable. You want to improve your health and your life by getting the restful sleep you need.

Here’s our commitment to you: we have designed the most customizable bed on the market—over the next year, we’ll pull out all the stops to ensure your comfort.

However, if you need additional peace of mind, we do offer a Mattress Return Option that you can purchase for $99 at the time of your original order. It allows you to return the mattress within the first year for a 25% removal fee. There are other restrictions, so see details here.

Sleep Concierge
Your mattress comes in a firmness configuration based on a consult we do with you when you order. Once it arrives, occasionally it’s not exactly right for you, but the great thing is that the design allows the firmness to be adjusted in small increments. We avoid the hassle of an exchange, which is unnecessary with our customizable beds, and instead promise to work with you to make it right.

Free White Glove Delivery
Free white glove delivery in the 48 contiguous United States when you buy directly from Reverie (outside that region, extra charges apply).

Strong customer service and warranties.
We back our mattresses with a 10-year warranty and our most of power bases with a limited 20-year warranty, and we’re proud to offer a friendly and dedicated U.S.-based customer service team.

*The Reverie 365 Promise is only valid for purchases of DSII mattresses and DSII sleep systems that are ordered directly through our call center or reverie.com.
Find a retailer near you.

Visit reverie.com/find-us

You can purchase our adjustable power bases at over 1,000 retail locations in the United States and Canada. Our retail partners include Art Van, Raymour & Flanigan, Havertys, Costco, Macy’s and many, many more.
What customers are saying

Love this bed!
"We’ve had our Reverie for almost 2 years now and it’s a wonderful bed. I have suffered with back issues for years and this is by far the best sleep I’ve ever had. Don’t hesitate to invest in a good night’s sleep!"

—Dan

Changed the way we sleep
"I have been trying to convince my husband for years to buy this bed and now that we have one he can’t believe how much our sleep has changed. He is a loud snorer which normally means we end up in separate rooms. We have reunited at night thanks to the anti-snore position and Reverie!"

—Elise

Best bed we’ve ever had!
"We have had our split king Reverie bed for over a year now and we love, love, love it! Best bed ever and we have had mattresses in the past that were much more expensive. The adjustable features and massage are used nightly. Can’t wait to get back to my bed after being away on a trip. Highly recommend this bed!"

—Lynette